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It’s still very early, but interest is growing in technologies to make electricity from 
osmosis. Osmotic-power technologies capture energy created when salt water and 
fresh water mix, a process that happens naturally in deltas and estuaries around the 
world. But can these technologies overcome efficiency, cost and scale-up challenges 
quickly enough to be commercially viable and make a difference? 
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Executive summary 
Where rivers meet the ocean, some scientists and companies see not only estuaries, but 
also a potential source of carbon-free renewable electricity.  

It’s called osmotic power, and it leverages the physical property that fresh water will 
flow through a membrane to get to salty or brackish water in order to balance out the 
different concentrations in the water. 

The market potential, according to supporters, is huge. Norwegian power company 
Statkraft estimates osmotic power could generate as much as half of Europe’s total 
energy demand by 2030.1

Desalination plants represent one of the nearest-term potential markets for osmotic 
power. Experts believe the most popular desalination method, reverse osmosis, could be 
compatible with osmotic power because each supplies something the other needs, which 
could in turn lower costs.

 One of the biggest advantages of osmotic energy is that it 
would be able to generate a constant and reliable supply of renewable baseload power 
instead of more variable sources like solar or wind. 

Last November, Statkraft opened the world’s first osmotic-power plant for testing. 
REDstack is developing another project in the Netherlands and several other companies 
are working on new technologies that could advance osmotic power. 

Make no mistake, osmotic-power technologies remain several years away from 
commercial viability. But as governments push for more renewable energy and as the 
need for more potable water drives desalination technologies forward, interest in 
osmotic power is starting to flow.  

There are two main types of osmotic-power plants currently being developed: pressure-
retarded osmosis (PRO), such as Statkraft is testing, and reverse electrodialysis, which 
REDstack is developing.  

2 Reverse osmosis is also used to treat ground water and 
wastewater, which could also vastly expand the market for osmotic power.3

The biggest remaining technical challenge is making the membranes—at a low-enough 
price and large-enough volume—that would make PRO efficient enough to be 
commercially viable. While nobody is producing membranes specifically for osmotic 
power today, companies are developing membranes for a new type of desalination 
method called forward osmosis, and the same membranes would likely also be viable for 
PRO.  

Other challenges include potentially high cost, as well as the chicken-and-egg 
conundrums of scaling up the technology from pilot to commercial scale, building a 
brand-new market and creating an entire supply chain for osmotic power. 

 

                                                                    
1 Interview with Stein Erik Skilhagen, director of osmotic power for Statkraft 
2 Interview with Tom Pankratz, editor of the Water Desalination Report 
3 Interview with Val Frenkel, director of membrane technologies at Kennedy/Jenks Consultants 

Osmotic power is years from 
commercial viability, but 
proponents think it could 
provide thousands of terawatts 
of baseload power per year 

Membrane technology is 
impeding the profitability of 
osmotic power, and therefore 
its commercial viability 
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The basics: How it works 
Osmosis is such a powerful force that sugar-producing leaves can draw fresh water all 
the way from the ground up a tree’s trunk and branches, defying gravity. Osmotic-power 
technologies, also called blue energy or salinity-gradient energy, make use of this same 
force by keeping salt water separate from nearby fresh water, which creates a buildup of 
energy as the two are drawn together like magnets.  

As Stein Erik Skilhagen, head of osmotic power at Norwegian power company Statkraft, 
told Kachan & Co.: “It’s a very strong force of nature [for fresh and salt water] to want to 
mix. They really want to mix, and the more they’re not allowed to mix, the more energy 
it creates.” 

Pressure-Retarded Osmosis (PRO)  
The world’s first osmotic-power plant, Statkraft’s prototype in Tofte, Norway, outside of 
Oslo, operates using pressure-retarded osmosis. Sea water enters one tank, while fresh 
water gets piped into another, and the tanks are separated by a membrane that only the 
fresh water can cross. As the fresh water enters the saltwater tank, pressure builds in 
that tank, and then pushes the brackish water out with enough speed to run a turbine, 
producing electricity.  

 

Figure 1: In a PRO system, pressure can be created by the flow from freshwater into salt water. The pressure is then used to run 
a turbine. Source: Statkraft 

Osmosis is such a strong force that fresh water will continue flowing into salt water even 
if that salt water is under more pressure than the fresh water, up to 24 bars of pressure.4 
Normally, as anyone who has squeezed a garden hose can testify, water flows away from 
pressure. However, the ideal amount of pressure to get the highest flow of fresh water 
into the saltwater tank is 12 bars.5

                                                                    
4 Interview with Stein Erik Skilhagen, director of osmotic power for Statkraft 
5 Ibid. 

 

 

The science of osmotic power is 
counter-intuitive, but can 
indeed derive mechanical 
energy from still water 
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Reverse Electrodialysis (RED)  
In reverse electrodialysis, salt water and fresh water meet in what looks like a fuel cell, 
where stacks of ion-exchange membranes send positive ions in one direction and 
negative ions in another, thereby creating a type of battery that can generate electricity. 
Energy consulting company Kema, based in the Netherlands, has patented a method of 
making ion-exchange membranes using inexpensive polyethelene and is now testing 
those membranes. The system wouldn’t require a turbine and operates at a lower 
pressure than PRO, but requires two different types of membranes instead of just one.6

Meanwhile, another Dutch company, REDstack, has proposed a RED plant at the 
Afsluitdijk dike in the North-Holland province.

 

7 The company expects to launch a pilot 
project of up to 50 kilowatts by the end of this year, and has estimated that the full 
project, if approved, could eventually generate as much as 300 megawatts of power.8

Advantages: Why it appears worth 
pursuing 

 

Large stated potential: Statkraft estimates that osmotic power has the potential to 
supply a whopping 1,600 to 1,700 terawatt-hours per year, which could equate to 
meeting about half of Europe’s total energy demand, by 2030.9

 

 

Figure 2: Statkraft believes osmotic power has the potential to provide between 1,600 and 1,700 TWh annually worldwide, 
with approximately 180 TWh in Europe, by 2030. Source: Statkraft 

Consulting company Kema predicts osmotic power could generate 10 times as much as 
wind energy currently generates in the Netherlands. 

These forecasts are lofty and would be easily dismissed if not for the pedigree of these 
two large companies, both of which are global specialists in hydroelectric power. 

Baseload power: One of the most alluring qualities about osmotic power is its 
potential to produce a constant stream of energy. Variability has proven to be a key 
                                                                    
6 No pinch of salt,” The Economist, Dec. 3, 2009: http://www.economist.com/node/15009923#login 
7 Haijer & De Reus, “Blue Energy,” http://www.haijerendereus.nl/downloads/Blue_Energy.pdf 
8 Pelley, Janet. “Top Paper in Environmental Technology: Saltwater power,” Environmental Science and 
Technology, American Chemical Society. March 4, 2009. 
9 Osmotic Power Webinar, Infocast, April 7, 2010: 
http://www.infocastinc.com/index.php/conference/osmoticweb 

Kachan & Co. finds these figures 
ambitious, but supporters say 
osmotic power worldwide 
could provide the equivalent of 
as much as half of Europe’s 
energy demand by 2030 
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challenge for renewables such as solar and wind, which only produce electricity when 
the sun shines or the wind blows. As long as an osmotic-power plant is located where is 
has access to enough fresh water and salt water, it should be able to provide the steady, 
reliable baseload power that utilities crave, experts say. And that makes it more 
valuable. Maurice Gunderson, a senior partner at CMEA Capital, estimated to Kachan & 
Co. that making renewable power dispatchable would triple its value.10

Less transmission needed: The areas where osmotic-power plants would likely be 
located already tend to be developed, as people often settle along the coasts and near the 
mouths of rivers, experts note.

 

11 That means the electricity could be produced near 
where it is used, leading to fewer transmission requirements than projects located 
farther away from cities. Transmission has been a sticking point for some large power 
plants, such as wind and solar farms, which would be built hundreds—or even 
thousands—of miles away from where the electricity would be used. One of the most 
notable illustrations of the challenge of transmission for renewables may be the failure 
of oil magnate T. Boone Pickens’ planned $10 billion, 4-gigawatt wind farm in Texas 
due, in part, to a lack of transmission.12 Locating in already-developed areas could also 
assuage some environmental issues, as osmotic-power companies wouldn’t be trying to 
build on unspoiled nature, leading osmotic company Statkraft claims.13

A perfect pairing with desalination: Drinkable water is a scarce commodity 
globally, and as the population continues to grow, water demand will, too. Desalination 
can turn ocean water into potable water, but it’s the most expensive way to do so, at this 
point, partly because it requires a good amount of energy.

 However, it 
remains to be seen whether coastal communities will welcome these projects into their 
neighborhoods.  

14

Osmotic power could help provide that energy, potentially lowering the cost of 
desalination. Meanwhile, desalination plants could supply the salt water and fresh water 
osmotic-power plants need. Another plus: Osmotic power uses some of the same 
technologies used for desalination, including the same energy-recovery devices and 
similar membranes.

 

15

Experts say osmotic power would fit in especially well with the reverse-osmosis systems 
used for desalination today.

 That means it should be cheaper to build a combined desalination 
and osmotic-power plant than to build two separate plants. The symbiotic relationship 
could make desalination projects one of the first markets for osmotic power. 

16

This concentrate ends up being much saltier—and therefore capable of making more 
electricity—than the original saltwater, according to Val Frenkel, director of membrane 
technologies at Kennedy/Jenks Consultants and a leading membrane specialist.

 These systems essentially pump saltwater through a 
membrane that keeps salt out, producing fresh water on the other side and a 
concentrate of the salt that was removed from the water on the other.  

17

                                                                    
10 Interview with Maurice Gunderson, a senior partner at CMEA Capital: 
http://earth2tech.com/2010/03/08/cmeas-maurice-gunderson-talks-tactics/ 
11 Osmotic Power Webinar, Infocast, April 7, 2010: 
http://www.infocastinc.com/index.php/conference/osmoticweb 
12 Murdoch, Julian. “T. Boone Pickens’ Epic Wind Fail,” Seeking Alpha. July 9, 2009. 
13 Interview with Stein Erik Skilhagen, director of osmotic power for Statkraft 
14 Interview with Tom Pankratz, editor of the Water Desalination Report 
15 Ibid. 
16 Interview with Val Frenkel, director of membrane technologies at Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, interview 
with Tom Pankratz, editor of the Water Desalination Report 

 (The 

17 Interview with Val Frenkel, director of membrane technologies at Kennedy/Jenks Consultants 

Osmotic power has technical 
synergies with desalination 
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bigger the salinity difference between the salt water and fresh water, the more power 
can be made.) In other words, an osmotic-power plant using the concentrate from a 
desalination plant could produce more electricity than the same plant using sea water, 
making it potentially both more efficient and more cost-efficient.  

Other water-treatment plants could hugely expand the potential: Brackish 
water, as well as salty water, has the same osmotic effect of attracting fresh or diluted 
water. So aside from making power at the mouths of rivers and at seawater desalination 
plants, osmotic power could one day also make power from other water-treatment 
plants, as well as from a wide variety of industrial applications that yield wastewater.  

Water-treatment plants, of course, have a built-in supply of fresh and waste water that 
can be used to produce osmotic power. (Like seawater desalination plants, other water-
treatment plants also yield a concentrate that could boost the amount of energy 
osmotic-power plants could produce per liter.) And the application could extend the 
osmotic-power market well beyond the coasts to inland areas that get their drinking 
water from ground water. Many of those areas, including Arizona and Nevada, already 
use reverse osmosis to clean that water today, Frenkel of Kennedy/Jenks said, and that 
could open up a vast potential market for osmotic power. 
 
Oil and gas drilling is another potential application, according to Hydration Technology 
Innovations, a membrane and water-filter manufacturer based in Scottsdale, Ariz. Gas 
wells use salt brine to increase production and bring in fresh water to dilute it.18 As the 
brine mixes with water, “free” osmotic power could be generated from the process 
already in place.19

 

 

Figure 3: Osmotic power generation from polluted/produced water. Source: Hydration Technology Innovations (HTI)  

Potential challenges 
Membrane  
Plenty of challenges remain to prevent these companies from tapping into the large 
potential market for osmotic power thus far. The biggest technical challenge is the 
absence of a membrane that’s affordable and efficient enough—as well as available in 

                                                                    
18 Keith Lampi, chief operating officer of Hydration Technology Innovations, at the Osmotic Power Webinar, 
Infocast, April 7, 2010: http://www.infocastinc.com/index.php/conference/osmoticweb 
19 Ibid. 

Osmotic power can also be 
created from waste, or 
produced, water 
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large-enough quantities—to make the economics of an osmotic-power plant work, 
insiders say.20

So far, membranes such as those in Statkraft’s prototype plant have only been able to 
process enough water to create approximately 1 watt per square meter, even though the 
company has made membranes producing 3 watts per square meter in the lab. The 
company believes efficiencies of 5 watts per square meter are needed for commercial 
plants. But the membranes being used today were originally developed for other 
purposes.  

 “Everybody’s kind of waiting on a membrane,” Tom Pankratz told 
Kachan & Co. “That’s the thing that’s holding back the industry right now.”2 

Thinner is better: Think of membranes as a sort of skin. For osmotic power, 
membranes need to be thin, in order to maximize the flow of water, and permeable in a 
way that lets pure water flow through easily, yet keeps salt water and other elements 
out, while also being hardy enough to withstand the constant pressure of water flowing 
through it. Another problem researchers are still trying to solve is concentration 
polarization, which is the tendency of the salt water nearest the membrane to be less 
salty than the average salinity of the salt water. A smaller difference in salinity between 
the fresh water and salt water results in less energy, so companies are working to alter 
the membrane’s fluid dynamics to avoid this. 

Cheap and plentiful: The membranes also need to be constructed in such a way that 
they can be made cheaply in large amounts. In general, these membranes are made out 
of polymers, which are sprayed on top of a substrate that acts as a support layer and 
look like a very thin sponge under a microscope. Companies can create different 
qualities in the membranes by regulating the temperature and the time of the 
deposition, as well as the chemistry itself. 

What’s new: Nobody’s yet making commercial membranes for osmotic power 
specifically. And that’s no surprise, considering that the industry could be described as 
nonexistent at this point, with no commercial plants in place. The reverse-osmosis 
membranes commercially available aren’t ideal for PRO. The best membranes for PRO 
would need to be much thinner than those used for reverse osmosis today, according to 
the experts we interviewed for this report. And while reverse-osmosis membranes only 
need to act as a barrier on one side, to remove salt from the salt water, PRO membranes 
need to keep salt water from flowing through on one side, while keeping organic 
materials and anything else other than fresh water out from the other side.21

Some likely starters: Reverse-osmosis and PRO membranes are similar enough that 
the leading makers of reverse-osmosis membranes today are likely to have a big 
advantage making PRO membranes if osmotic power uptake accelerates.

 

22

Statkraft’s Skilhagen and other insiders say they’re confident that companies will be able 
to produce membranes efficient enough to make PRO commercially viable. Once the 
osmotic-power market begins to grow, membrane manufacturers will come out with 
membranes for it, they expect. Likewise, at higher production volumes, costs would be 
expected to fall.  

 Among the 
largest of these companies are The Dow Chemical Co., which makes Dow Filmtech 
membranes, Hydranautics, Toray Industries and Koch Membrane Systems. 

                                                                    
20 Ibid. 
21 Osmotic Power Webinar, Infocast, April 7, 2010: 
http://www.infocastinc.com/index.php/conference/osmoticweb 
22 Interviews with Val Frenkel, director of membrane technologies at Kennedy/Jenks Consultants, and Tom 
Pankratz, editor of the Water Desalination Report 

Today’s membranes are only 
delivering 1 watt per square 
meter in production; 
efficiencies of at least 5 watts 
are needed 
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Still, the industry could face a chicken-and-egg problem: The osmotic-power market 
needs better membranes to take off, while membrane manufacturers are waiting for the 
market to grow before they start producing suitable membranes for it.  

Cost  
Because no full-scale plants have yet been built, it’s difficult to determine the would-be 
cost of osmotic power. Statkraft’s pilot project cost $5 million to build, but it’s unfair to 
extrapolate an expected commercial cost from that price tag.  

The prototype plant was designed to produce up to 10 kilowatts of power, but its power 
unit currently produces only 2 to 3 kilowatts, which Statkraft characterizes as “enough 
to operate a coffee maker.” As a whole, the plant uses more power than it produces 
because it includes a number of testing systems (which wouldn’t be part of a commercial 
plant) that consume energy, Statkraft’s Skilhagen told Kachan & Co. 

Statkraft forecasts the cost of osmotic power will settle to a levelized cost of €50 to €100 
per megawatt hour by 2020, putting it roughly on par with other renewables (i.e. 5¢ to 
10¢ per kilowatt hour). 

But at such an early time in the technology’s life cycle, it’s unclear whether osmotic 
power will end up being cheaper than solar, wind and other clean power sources. One 
2007 study estimated that osmotic-power plants would cost about 36 times as much as 
conventional power plants.23 The cost of the membrane is a big factor, as well as the 
energy needed to pressurize the system and the filtration needed to clear fish, sand, rock 
and other potentially damaging debris from the water before it reaches the membrane.24

Environment 

 

So far, Statkraft says it hasn’t seen any environmental impacts from its pilot osmotic-
power plant, in spite of many studies. A study by London-based consulting firm Mora 
Associates also found that osmotic energy has “minimal environmental impact”.25

Developers would also have to be sure to pick rivers that retain a strong flow throughout 
the four seasons, and locations that aren’t heavily affected by tides. While osmotic power 
doesn’t require huge amounts of water—Statkraft estimates that 1 cubic meter per 
second could generate 1 megawatt of power—the demand for freshwater could 
conceivably become an issue at large scale, as fish and other wildlife also live in the area 

 The 
brakish water that’s created by mixing salt water and river water would be the same as 
what nature creates in the same location, and the water wouldn’t be consumed, but only 
cycled through the plant, advocates say. The process appears to mimic nature and 
produce no emissions. 

Still, osmotic-power developers will likely have to do a lot more to convince 
environmentalists that a full-scale power plant of any sort on a shoreline is a good idea.  

Wetland ecosystems around the mouths of rivers are notoriously fragile, so companies 
will have to be careful not to damage them. And many communities aim to keep these 
areas protected and pristine. 

                                                                    
23 Wagner, Leonard. “Water desalination – tap into the liquid Gold.” Mora Associates. December 2007. 
http://www.moraassociates.com/publications/0712%20Water%20desalination.pdf 
24 Interview with Stein Erik Skilhagen, director of osmotic power for Statkraft 
25 Ibid. 

Statkraft says its studies show 
no environmental impact of 
osmotic power, but expect 
global environmentalists to 
require more convincing 
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where the salt water and river water mix. Each site w0uld have to be individually 
evaluated to determine how much of the flow can be used.  

If osmotic power is paired with desalination as an initial commercialization beachhead, 
environmental concerns about desalination—which removes ocean water and also can 
increase its salinity—could also impact osmotic power, even though osmotic power 
could reduce the environmental impact of desalination by reducing its fossil fuel 
consumption.  

Commercial risks 
Neighbors often oppose power plants near their homes, whether conventional or even 
solar or wind turbines. It remains to be seen whether so-called NIMBYs (“not-in-my-
backyard”) will take issue with osmotic power as well. The prototype Statkraft plant 
appears, from the outside, to be a regular industrial building. Statkraft’s Skilhagen 
believes osmotic-power projects could even be built underground, although that would 
be expected to increase the cost. 

 

Figure 4: Exterior of the Statkraft osmotic power prototype in Tofte, Norway, outside of Oslo. Source: Statkraft 

It’s likely that permitting for the first commercial plants will be a lengthy process, as it’s 
historically been difficult to get first permits for any new type of power technology. 
Because utilities that buy power are often regulated, there has traditionally been a long 
approval process to sell grid-connected power from new, unproven technologies such as 
these. 

It also might prove difficult to sell many customers and financiers on first commercial 
projects. Securing financing for new power plants has proven challenging in the current 
economy, and new technologies have it much harder. The upfront cost of power plants is 
so large and the financing terms usually have to be quite competitive to make the 
economics work, and that mean that project-finance investors normally have little or no 

Anticipate the NIMBY factor in 
the introduction of new power 
technology, even clean ones  
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room for risk. Because of that, initial projects will most likely involve government 
funding or other support, which may prolong their time to market. 

Plenty of other commercial risks remain as well. Creating a brand-new market always 
takes time, and the osmotic-power industry will have to build a new supply chain for key 
components, such as membranes. It takes more time to convince suppliers, investors 
and customers to buy in to a completely new concept like osmotic power over a retrofit 
or upgrade of a current technology.  

While Statkraft expects to launch commercial projects in the next few years, consultant 
Val Frenkel of Kennedy/Jenks calls that goal “ambitious” and projects that it will take at 
least five years to get there. According to Frenkel, “Even if you’re convinced that you 
have the best technology, if you’re lucky it’ll take you a decade to convince everybody 
else.” 

Player profiles 
Statkraft: Based in Oslo, Norway, Statkraft is the largest renewable-energy producer in 
Europe, counting hydropower. And it’s clearly the leader of the osmotic-power pack 
today, as it operates the only osmotic-power plant in the world. That said, the facility 
could hardly be called commercial scale.  

Still, Statkraft’s project is important because it proves the technology works and that 
osmosis can indeed produce electricity. The company expects it will need to build two or 
three more demonstration plants—the next one likely in the ballpark of 1 to 2 
megawatts—before it can commercialize the technology in the next few years. The 
company envisions commercial plants will ultimately range from 25 to 100 megawatts in 
size. The company has already spent $20 million to evaluate this technology and 
received an additional $10 million from the Norwegian government for further research 
and development. 

Kema: Kema is an energy consulting company based in the Netherlands with 1,600 
people around the world. Since 2001, it has been developing an osmotic technology. It 
has patented an electrical modification method using inexpensive polyethelene. This 
method provides for relatively low-cost ion exchange membranes. The company is 
attempting to make osmotic power costs competitive with other sustainable generation 
options, it says.  

REDstack: A Dutch company developing and commercializing reverse electro-dialysis 
(RED) and related technologies. It has partnered with Wetsus (from which it spun out), 
FujiFilm, ESCO-Salt, NHL (Noordelijke Hogeschool Leeuwarden), Alliander N.V. and 
Kema (above). In its reverse electrodialysis system, saltwater and fresh water are 
brought together through an alternating series of ion-exchange membranes, which 
harvest the energy released as the fresh water is drawn towards the saltwater. 

Energy Recovery Inc. (ERI): This company in San Leandro, Calif., has developed an 
energy-recovery device called a pressure exchanger that it claims reduces energy 
consumption from desalination plants by 60 percent using an aluminum-oxide rotor 
turning on a low-friction ceramic bearing. Statkraft is now using the device to boost the 
energy efficiency of its osmotic-power plant in Tofte.  

But the company hasn’t yet completed tests to determine whether the pressure 
exchanger, usually used for desalination instead of osmotic power, is already performing 

Don’t bet on Statkraft having 
commercial osmotic power 
plants online in the next few 
years, says a leading consultant 
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well enough for commercial osmotic-power plants or whether it needs to be modified for 
osmotic power, according to Statkraft. Part of the issue is that the efficiency of pressure 
exchangers is calculated at 100 bars, while the Statkraft plant operates at a much lower 
pressure of 12 bars. The company says it’s still calculating the efficiency at that pressure. 

Oasys Water: Based in Cambridge, Mass., 2-year-old Oasys announced in May that it’s 
commercializing a new membrane, developed by researchers at Yale University, which 
could dramatically lower the cost of desalination.26 That news could also benefit osmotic 
power. While most desalination today uses reverse osmosis, in which water is pumped 
through a membrane that traps salts on one side, Yale researchers have been pursuing 
the potentially cheaper and more energy-efficient concept of forward osmosis, in which 
salts—which later decompose into gases and disappear from the water—are used to draw 
fresh water through a membrane.27

                                                                    
26 “Oasys Water Commercializing Forward Osmosis Membrane” (press release). May 10, 2010: 
http://finance.yahoo.com/news/Oasys-Water-Commercializing-bw-1925956811.html 
27 Pankratz, Tom. “Thinner is Better.” Water Desalination Report. May 10, 2010. 

 

Oasys’ membrane, called a thin-film composite polyamide membrane, is far thinner 
than other membranes today and allows water to flow more easily, which is expected to 
boost the efficiency of forward osmosis. The membrane could also improve PRO, which 
requires membranes with the same qualities as forward osmosis. The company raised 
$10 million in Series A funding last year from GreatPoint Ventures, Flagship Ventures, 
Advanced Technology Ventures and Draper Fisher Jurvetson. 

Hydration Technology Innovations: Founded in 1987, HTI has a background in 
reverse osmosis and provides water filtration for personal use, for groups in disasters 
and other emergencies and for commercial wastewater treatment. The company has 
been researching forward osmosis technology for 15 years. It’s mainly been developing 
forward-osmosis membranes made of blends of cellulose, which is plentiful and 
relatively inexpensive, although it is also looking at various polymers, and also plans to 
supply membranes for PRO. HTI is, at this time, the only company current providing 
forward-osmosis membranes, albeit still at a limited volume. The company is working 
with industry partners and academic research groups to further develop the membrane 
and applications using it. 

Aquaporin: Based in Copenhagen, Denmark, this 5-year-old company is designing 
membranes that mimic nature, also known as biomimetic membranes. It plans to 
embed aquaporin proteins, which naturally control the flow of water in and out of cell 
membranes in humans and other forms of life, in membranes for forward osmosis and 
later also for PRO. These membranes are still at an early stage. According to Chief 
Scientific Officer Claus Helix Nielsen, the company’s membranes can produce roughly 
10 liters per square meter per hour at about 30 bars of pressure for forward osmosis, 
rejecting 99.9 percent of the salt that reaches the membrane, but can only sustain this 
rate for about 20 minutes currently. 

Even after it reaches commercial technology benchmarks, it will face the challenge of 
getting enough aquaporin proteins, which are not yet commercially produced. But the 
company raised €2.5 million in Series A funding in 2007 from Danish investment 
company M. Goldschmidt Capital A/S and Syddansk Teknologisk Innovation A/S, as 
well as about €1.5 million in warrants, after closing $200,000 in seed funding in 2005. 
It also has won grants from government agencies in Denmark and Singapore. 
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Wader: This small California-based company aims to bring its “hydrocratic generator,” 
intended to generate power from the mechanical mixing of salt and fresh water, into 
trials and production. It does not use membranes. The company claims it has tested its 
device at the docks in San Pedro and at sea with Scripps, and is building intellectual 
property via patents, copyrights, proprietary data and trade secrets. Wader has been 
granted the most osmotic power-oriented patents of all companies in this report, as 
illustrated in one of the following tables. Of course, it’s the quality—not the quantity—of 
patents that matters most, and it’s unclear so far which technologies will prove the most 
valuable. 

Company Location Founded Description Osmotic focus 

Statkraft Norway 1992 Power utility PRO systems 

Kema Netherlands 1927 Consulting 
RED systems and 
membranes 

REDstack Netherlands 2005 
Spinoff from 
Wetsus research 
center 

RED systems 
technology 

Energy 
Recovery Inc. 
(ERI) 

California 1992 
Reverse-osmosis 
desalination 
components 

Energy recovery 
device 

Oasys Water Massachusetts 2008 Startup Membrane 

Hydration 
Technology 
Innovations 

Oregon 1987 
Water filtration 
and wastewater 
treatment 

Membrane 

Aquaporin Denmark 2005 Startup Membrane 

Table 1: Summary of major companies in osmotic power. Source: Kachan & Co. analysis. 
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Company Osmotic power-
related patents 

WADER LLC 17 
STATKRAFT DEV AS 13 
YALE UNIVERSITY 6 
EFFUSION DYNAMICS LLC 5 
FINLEY WARREN T 5 
PRUEITT MELVIN L 4 
SURREY AQUATECHNOLOGY LTD 4 
SYRINX RES PTY LTD 4 
UAB RESEARCH FOUNDATION 4 
COUNCIL SCIENT IND RES 3 
ENERGY RECOVERY INC 3 
VLAAMSE INSTELLING VOOR TECHNOLOGISCH ONDERZOEK (VITO) 3 
WONG SHIH YI 3 
AQUAPORIN APS 2 
DAIMLER CHRYSLER AG 2 
HUGHES DAVID JOHN 2 
LANZHOU JINFULE BIOTECHNOLOGY 2 
REDSTACK B V 2 
REICHWEIN DIETRICH 2 
STICHTING WETSUS CT OF EXCELLE 2 
UNIV NANYANG 2 

Table 2: Companies and individuals with the most patents in osmotic power in US, EP, WO and JP jurisdictions. Source: IP 
Checkups. 

Recommendations 
Investors 

• Look at opportunities in membranes: Now is the time to invest in 
membranes for osmotic power. Membranes are a major pain point for the 
would-be industry today, offering the biggest opportunity for innovation.  

• Cross-pollinate between osmotic power and desal: Encourage any 
appropriate desalination portfolio companies to investigate osmotic power, and 
vice versa. 

• Look for smart grid synergies: There will be opportunities for smart-grid 
information technologies to help monitor and manage osmotic-power plants, 
as well as their transmission. Make smart grid and IT portfolio companies 
aware of this emerging category. 

• Watch bellwethers: Aside from closely watching what happens with 
Statkraft, keep an eye on today’s existing reverse-osmosis-membrane makers, 
which could be among the possible early winners in osmotic power 
components: Dow Chemical Co., Hydranautics, Toray Industries and Koch 
Membrane Systems. 

Entrepreneurs 
• Purpose-built PRO membranes: There’s still room for innovation in 

membranes built specifically for PRO osmotic power. While today’s main 
suppliers of reverse-osmosis membranes are also expected to emerge as leaders 

Investors can speed osmotic 
power’s development with 
capital and connections to 
other sectors 
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for PRO membranes, startups also have a chance to make a mark in this area 
because of some key differences between the required features of reverse-
osmosis membranes vs. PRO membranes. 

• Investigate opportunities in pretreatment: Osmotic power may create 
opportunities in filtration. Osmotic-power plants need to pretreat water 
entering them to avoid fouling the system, but using a membrane to purify the 
water in advance would cost too much, and require too much energy, to be 
commercially viable. Companies with technologies that could filter the water 
without using much energy could find a growing market in osmotic power. 

Utilities and large corporations 
• Get in the game: System developers will likely end up being large, bankable 

companies with experience handling big projects like power or desalination 
plants. Because it will take some time to learn how to best use this technology, 
companies that believe in the global baseload market opportunity for osmotic 
power and are interested in a lead role in this market had best get started if 
they want to keep up with Statkraft, which has set an ambitious goal of 
launching commercial plants in the next few years. 

Desalination vendors, DBOs, plant owners 
• Contact osmotic innovators now: Not only are the membranes for osmotic 

power likely to come from companies working on forward osmosis for 
desalination, but one of the first potential commercial applications for osmotic 
energy could be in providing energy for water-treatment plants. If your 
organization owns or designs/builds/operates (DBOs) desalination plants, 
investigate osmotic power.  

Service providers 
• Help osmotic companies raise money, gain influence: More 

government support will be needed to help osmotic technologies become 
competitive and financeable. Law firms, consultants, communications 
companies and lobbyists should find vendors to work with to help make 
policymakers aware of osmotic power as an emerging technology that could 
help meet carbon and renewable goals, and to demonstrate the potential of the 
technology. In addition, consultants helping renewable-energy companies 
obtain permits—as well as grants and other financing—for power plants could 
find a niche as the market expands. 

Conclusions 
With the promise of reliable baseload power and large scale, osmotic power has a huge 
potential market. But it’s still far from its potential, with a number of technology and 
commercial obstacles yet to be overcome. Also, financing for the first large projects is 
likely to be a serious challenge, meaning that developers should be expected to be large 
energy companies like Statkraft. 

Make no mistake, osmotic power is no panacea. Tom Pankratz, editor of the Water 
Desalination Report framed it best to Kachan & Co.: “Like many new technologies being 
introduced, osmotic power has a lot of promise, but [it’s not a] silver bullet. The truth is 

Statkraft has first mover 
advantage—utilities or large 
corporations wanting to place 
bets on osmotic power had best 
get involved now 
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it’s a niche technology that that’s going to be very interesting and going to have 
application in certain places with a certain set of circumstances.” 

Building a supply chain and scaling from pilot to commercial-scale plants could be a 
formidable challenge. It will probably take government support, as well as a number of 
industry partnerships, to make osmotic power commercially viable. In cases where a 
plant could combine with another project to make multiple products (for example by 
generating power and desalinating water or reducing waste at the same time), osmotic 
power could be an easier proposition.  

In favor of osmotic power is the fact that it could be a breakthrough technology. In the 
continuing search for fossil fuel replacements, osmotic power is a promising renewable 
source of energy appears to have the potential, if appropriately sited and designed, to 
produce reliable power without emissions, dangerous waste or other environmental 
effects. Osmotic power is one of the few new potential baseload energy sources that can 
make these claims. 

Methodology & bibliography 
Interviews conducted by Kachan & Co.  

• Stein Erik Skilhagen, head of osmotic power at Statkraft 

• Val Frenkel, director of membrane technologies for Kennedy/Jenks 
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• Tom Pankratz, editor, Water Desalination Report 
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April 7, 2010 webinar by Infocast with: 

• Paul O’Callaghan, CEO of O2 Environmental (moderator) 

• Val Frenkel, director of membrane technologies for Kennedy/Jenks 
Consultants 

• Claus Helix Nielsen, chief scientific officer for Aquaporin 

• Keith Lampi, chief operating officer for Hydration Technology Innovations 

• Stein Erik Skilhagen, head of osmotic power and Statkraft 
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Osmotic power is one of the 
few baseload power options 
that doesn’t appear to have 
environmental or waste 
drawbacks if appropriately 
sited, designed and operated 
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